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Please find below the submission from Western Australian Principals and Administrators’ 
Association (WAESPAA) 
 
A, the eligibility criteria for students to qualify for transport assistance, including: 

 
i.nearest appropriate school; 
ii.access to spurs; and 
iii.inclusion of social, community, and economic and financial factors; 
 
Students attending education support setting qualify for transport assistance, but unfortunately 
too frequently there is insufficient spaces on the transport or the routes that the buses take to 
and from the school so not cover the area the student lives.  This means that student 
enrolments can actually being dictated by school bus services, even when the setting the 
student wishes to attend is their nearest appropriate school. 
 
Many schools are only supported by two transport routes which severely limited the access to 
transport assistance for students and can mean that the child will need to be on the bus for a 
very long period of time – up to an hour.  For students who have a mental condition or an 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) this is often too long.  For those students with ASD who 
struggle with their self-regulation and hour sitting on a bus can often cause behaviour that then 
can lose them a place on the school bus. 
 
Many of the families who have children attending education support settings have English as a 
second language or have a disability themselves or come from a low socioeconomic 
environment which means just going through the process of applying for a transport assistance 
can be very difficult.  Often leaving schools to support the application.  
  
It is often a first in first served approach and parents need to apply prior to the end of the year 
even the year before they have even attended to get a place.  When a student enrols after the 
start of the year or transfers to another education support setting due to their level of need they 
are unable to get a place. 
 
 
b)the types of transport assistance and entitlements to be provided to ensure students can 
undertake an appropriate education; 
 
The majority of education support centres and inclusive settings are serviced with school buses 
which do not have disability access.  This means that a student in a wheelchair who is unable to 
walk up the steps onto a school bus cannot have a place on the bus.  This means that students 
who access a wheelchair are significantly disadvantaged.  There are not sufficient accessible 
buses available within the current system. 
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e)the implication of the National Disability Insurance Scheme on the delivery of transport 
assistance for students attending Education Support facilities; 
 
The implication of the National Disability Insurance scheme taking delivery of transport would be 
extreme. It would mean potentially that if a school had seventy-five students when there would 
be seventy-five different types of transport arriving at school.  How would this be physically 
managed when a school only has two bus bays and already limited parent parking.  Who would 
have responsibility for the child when on the transport and how would school manage this.  
School are already struggling with the additional load that the NDIS has put on them. Even 
small Education Support setting can have a hundred different therapist to deal with larger one 
can have a hundreds. Once education support school had over 1500 different therapy 
appointments in one term.  The additional load that transport would put onto school would be 
impossible. 
 
Additional concerns from schools are that many students will have the need for a 1:1 carer at all 
times so they cannot take a taxi or Uber to school as it is unsafe and not practical and most will 
never have the capacity to take public transport or have the road sense to commute on their 
own like other children can at the same age. This would mean that additional NDIS funds would 
need to be used to support transport. 
 
From a parent’s view point: the NDIS although promising a lot does NOT deliver. Parents, more 
often than not, are on waitlists for months for access to basic therapy and use of respite 
services so I CANNOT imagine them allowing costs for school transport or transfers into NDIS 
plans as suggested (my sons plan is reasonable but that is after MANY meetings, submissions 
and emails on my behalf which a lot of parents would not do due to limited knowledge, lack of 
time or other barriers like language etc.). 
 
h)the appropriateness of the conveyance allowance as an alternative to transport assistance.  
 
If a place is not available on the school bus, then the parent can either go on waitlist or can take 
a conveyance allowance.  Once a parent has taken a conveyance then their child is taken of a 
waitlist.  What this means in reality is that the numbers needed to put on another bus is never 
reached as there are not the students waiting for a place, even though a lot of the families. 
taking the conveyance allowance would take a place in preference. Also a lot of families 
accessing education support do not have their own transport. 
 
A conveyance allowance does not work for children of working parents – These parents cannot 
drop their children off and get to work on time e.g. They cannot just drop their child off 
15/20mins early and leave them outside the classroom like a neuro typical child could sit and 
wait. This can lead them to have to stop working. 
 
Many parents have multiple children and have multiple school sites (given the extra school drop 
off of an education support setting that may be out of the way, it puts additional pressure on the 
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parent already dealing with stress related issues due to the added burden of a child with 
additional needs and children could be late to school disrupting classes. 


